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ABSTRACT

Substantial improvements in engine fuel e�ciency�
torque and reduction of emissions are available with cam�
less actuation capable of continuous control of engine valve
lift� duration and timing� A phenomenological model has
been developed for an unthrottled operation that is key
to e�ciency gain� An adaptive nonlinear controller has
been designed to coordinate intake valve lift and duration
by using high sampling rate intake manifold pressure and
�ow sensors� The driver torque demand is satis�ed� while
pumping losses are minimized� Simulation results for a �
cylinder ��� L engine demonstrate event�to�event tracking
and cylinder�to�cylinder balancing� The controller corrects
for variations in e	ective �ow areas 
e�g� valve deposits��
induction ram e	ects� and temperature�

INTRODUCTION

The majority of today�s automotive engines use me�
chanical valvetrains to operate the intake and exhaust
valves� The valve motion is timed to the crankshaft rota�
tion through mechanical links between the crankshaft and
the camshaft and between the camshaft and the individ�
ual valves� This type of valve actuation has been proven
e�cient and dependable� However� the lack of �exibility
of camshaft�based valvetrains to vary timing� duration and
lift of intake valves� is one of the major causes for signif�
icantly lower fuel e�ciency of spark�ignited 
SI� engines
as compared to their diesel counterparts� The key di	er�
ence is that for SI engines the non�variable valve events
require throttling of intake air �ow upstream of the in�
take manifold to satisfy the driver torque demand below
the maximum torque value� The throttling signi�cantly
reduces engine e�ciency by introducing pumping losses�
Thus� one way to improve fuel economy of SI engines is to
run with wide open throttle at all speedload conditions�
and to control the cylinder air �ow by optimizing the mo�
tion of the intake valves with an electrohydraulic camless
valvetrain ��� �� as shown in Figure �� Recent advances in

camless valve actuation hardware and real�time comput�
ing are making possible the application of fully controlled
valve events that can improve the gas exchange process�
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Figure �� Schematic representation of the unthrottled engine�

The camless engine controller has to accomplish two
main tasks� �rst� it must have su�ciently fast response
to rapid changes in driver torque demand� and� secondly�
it must assure robust operation� It means that� given a
fast and reliable camless actuation system� the engine con�
troller must rapidly coordinate the intake valve lift 
IVL�
and intake valve duration 
IVD� to achieve the required
torque response� while providing correction for slowly vary�
ing parameters such as aging and manufacturing variability
of the engine and valvetrain components� Modern control
design techniques can correct the engine operation in re�
sponse to slowly changing actuator or engine characteris�
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tics� Thus� e	orts to improve camless valvetrains have to
be combined with a systematic study of the engine con�
troller and the related engine sensor requirements�

The paper describes a design of a real�time controller
that only uses Mass Air Flow 
MAF� and Manifold Abso�
lute Pressure 
MAP� sensors� An indirect adaptive control
design is based on a phenomenological model for the indi�
vidual cylinder breathing dynamics� The engine model de�
veloped by Moraal et al� in ��� is coupled with a simpli�ed
model of an electrohydraulic camless valvetrain mechanism
developed by Schechter and Levin in ����

The paper is organized as follows� First� a control�
oriented Camless Engine Model is described� The e	ects of
the actuator characteristics on the cylinder air charge and
pumping losses are investigated in the Sensitivity Analy�
sis section� Speci�cally� it is shown how the IVO� IVC�
IVL� and IVD a	ect engine cylinder air charge and pump�
ing losses� Based on this analysis and recent work ����
IVO can be set to zero at all loads for medium engine
speeds� To simplify the estimation task the scope of this
paper has been limited to a four cylinder engine with no
cylinder overlap� i�e� the IVD has been limited to ��� deg
crankshaft� The adaptive controller design is described in
the Control Design section� Finally� the controller adapta�
tion and balancing capabilities are presented in the Closed
Loop Simulation Results section�

NOMENCLATURE

The subscript i denotes the cylinder� i � �� �� � � � � n�

Ar � runner cross sectional area

B � cylinder bore

CAC � cylinder air charge

IV C � intake valve closing timing

IV D � intake valve duration

IV L � intake valve maximum lift

IV O � intake valve opening

IV P � intake valve pro�le

Mc � air mass in the cylinder

�mc � mass air �ow rate through the intake port

�m� � mass air �ow rate through the throttle

N � engine speed

po � ambient pressure� � bar

pc � cylinder pressure

pm � intake manifold pressure

pr � runner pressure at the intake port

R � speci�c gas constant� ��� J
Kg�K

T � air temperature

Vc � cylinder volume

Vcl � cylinder clearance volume

Vd � cylinder displaced volume

Vm � intake manifold volume

Vr � intake runner volume

vp � piston velocity

W � pumping losses

� � throttle angle

� � crank angle

� � constant that depends on runner geometry

�h � Helmholtz resonator natural frequency

�h � Helmholtz resonator damping ratio

sr� sc� and ss� ds� �

� intake valve pro�le parameters

CAMLESS ENGINE MODEL

In this section we describe the phenomenological
model of the individual cylinder breathing process that
is appropriate for real�time control of unthrottled camless
engines� This model �lls the gap between the analytical
thermodynamic engine models ��� �� and the steady�state
or mean�value engine models ��� �� that are currently used
in the �eld of engine design and control� Controller de�
velopment for engines equipped with camless valvetrains
requires an accurate yet simple model of the cylinder�to�
cylinder gas exchange process� Earlier work by Moraal
et al� in ��� describes the induction process in the in�
dividual cylinders of a conventional engine and derives
a model�based observer for cylinder�to�cylinder air�to�fuel
ratio control� In this section we modify this model to in�
corporate the individual intake valve control necessary for
a camless engine�

CYLINDER BREATHING DYNAMICS � The intake
manifold and runners� and cylinders shown in Figure � can
be represented as �nite volumes based on the �Filling and
Emptying Methods� of plenum modeling described in �����
The dynamic equations that characterize the air �lling dy�
namics are based on the principles of conservation of mass�
conservation of energy� and the ideal gas law�

The intake manifold �lling dynamics can be described
by the following �rst order di	erential equation that relates
the rate of change of the manifold pressure� pm� to the
mass air �ow rates into and out of the manifold 
 �m� and
�mc �

Pn

i�� �mci � respectively�

dpm
dt

�
RT

Vm

�
�m� �

nX
i��

�mci

�
� 
��

where� R � ��� J
kg�K

the speci�c gas constant� T � ���

K the nominal manifold temperature� and Vm � ����� m�

the manifold volume�

The rate change of the cylinder pressure� pci � is a func�
tion of the mass air �ow rate into the cylinder� �mci � and
the rate of change of the cylinder volume� �Vci �

dpci
dt

�
�

Vci

h
RT �mci �

�Vcipci

i
� 
��

where� the subscript i � �� �� � � � � n denotes the cylinder�
The crank angle and cylinder volume can be expressed as
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functions of time�

� �

�
N

��
��� � t

�
mod
���o� and 
��

Vci 
�� �
Vd
�


�� cos �� � Vcl� 
��

where� Vd � �� ���� m� is the cylinder displaced volume�
and Vcl � �� ���� m� is the cylinder clearance volume�

A quasi�steady model of �ow through an ori�ce is used
to derive the mass air �ow through the throttle body and
the intake valve� The quasi�steady relation of the air �ow
through a valve opening is based on the assumptions of
one�dimensional� steady� compressible �ow of an ideal gas
����� An approximation of the �ow through an ori�ce� �m��
is calculated based on the e	ective �ow area� A
��� the
downstream and the upstream pressures 
pd� and pu� re�
spectively��

�m� � A
��d
pd� pu�� where 
��

d
pd� pu� �

����
���

� pd
pu

� ���

�

r
pd
pu
�
�
pd
pu

	�
if ����

pd
pu

��

�d
pu� pd�
pd
pu

	 �


��

Based on the above equations� we derive the �ow
through the throttle body� �m�� and the intake valve� �mci �
as follows�

�m� � A�
��d
pm� po�� and 
��

�mci � Av
IV Pi�d
pci � pri�� 
��

where� po � � bar denotes the ambient pressure� A� is
the e	ective throttle body area as computed in ���� Avi �
����
�
IV Pi is the valve e	ective area 
see ������ and pri is the

runner pressure� The pressure in the runner at the intake
port� pri � is computed by the following equation�

pri �

�
� �

Vr� �qi
RTAr

�
pm� 
��

where� Vr is the runner volume� Ar is the runner cross sec�
tional area� and � is a calibration constant that depends
on the geometry of the runners� The runner dynamics de�
pends on the solution of the Helmholtz resonator� namely�
the state �qi is found from the solution of the Helmholtz
resonator equation�

�qi � ��h�h �qi � ��hqi �

B�

�Ar

��hvpi 
���

�qi
�� � � 
���

qi
�� � �� 
���

The damping ratio� �h� and the natural frequency� �h� of
the Helmholtz resonator depend on the vehicle intake sys�
tem characteristics� Furthermore� B � ������ mm is the
cylinder bore� and vpi � ��N

���
S sin � is the piston velocity�

where� S � ����� m is the stroke�

INTAKE VALVE MOTION � Microprocessor con�
trolled camless valvetrain actuation enables valve motion�

In this paper� we use a simpli�ed model of the electrohy�
draulic camless valvetrain in ��� to represent the variable
intake valve motion�

The intake valve pro�le� IV P � is controlled by the
valve opening� IV O in degrees after top dead center

ATDC� zero degrees correspond to TDC�� the maximum
valve lift� IV L in mm� and the valve duration� IV D in
degrees� The intake valve pro�le is shown in Figure ��
Using engine model simulation� it is shown that the oscil�
lations observed at maximum lift have negligible e	ects on
the cylinder air charge and pumping losses� For simplicity
we model the intake valve pro�les with a smooth expo�
nential opening that results in equivalent engine behavior�
We parameterize the motion by the slope of the opening�
sr � slope of the closing� sc� slope and duration of the seat�
ing� ss and ds� and � which determines how fast the valve
motion approaches the maximum lift after the opening�
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Figure �� Camless �solid� and conventional �dashed� intake
valve pro�les at engine speed of ���� RPM�

The variables IV O� IV L� and IV D are the control
signals and are chosen to achieve the demanded cylinder air
charge while minimizing pumping losses� The constants sr�
sc� ss� and ds are �xed in the time domain� A coordinate
transformation to crankangle domain results in di	erent
valve pro�les for di	erent engine speeds� The area de�ned
by the intake valve pro�le� IVP� is signi�cantly reduced at
higher engine speeds as shown in Figure ��

SIMULATION ISSUES � The model described in the
previous section was coded in Matlab Simulink CACSD
software� The Matlab sti	 integration numerical algorithm
was used to solve the nonlinear� sti	 and highly coupled dif�
ferential equations of the system� This integration scheme
with relative tolerance equal to ���� and absolute toler�
ances equal to ���	 reduced the numerical problems de�
scribed in ����� Numerical integration of the system of
di	erential equations 
���
�� is di�cult due to the pres�
ence of singularity when the pressure ratio across one of
the ori�ces in 
�� is almost equal to one� In this case� the
induction system exhibits fast and slow dynamics which
manifest themselves as a sti	 dynamical system �����
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Figure �� Intake valve pro�les for di�erent speeds�

To initialize the simulation� the manifold pressure is
assumed to be equal to the ambient pressure� pm
�� � po�
since the throttle is wide open� The model does not take
into account the overlap between the intake and exhaust
valves� and describes only the intake event of the engine
cycle� Therefore� we assume that the cylinder pressure
when the intake valve opens� pci
IV Oi�� is equal to the
cylinder pressure at the end of the exhaust stroke� In
turn� we assume that the cylinder pressure at the end of
the exhaust stroke is equal to the exhaust backpressure�
pci
IV Oi� � pci
EV Ci� � ��� bar� Thus� each cylinder
pressure is initialized at the beginning of every intake event
by triggering the cylinder pressure integrator in the simu�
lation model�

Figure � shows the simulation results� For the elec�
trohydraulic intake valve pro�le shown in subplot � the
pressures pm� pci and pri 
subplot ��� and the mass air
�ow rates �mci and �m� 
subplot �� are plotted against the
crank angle �� The manifold pressure� pm� stays close to
the ambient pressure due to unthrottled operation� The
downward piston motion causes the cylinder pressure� pci
to drop from its initial value� As air �ows from the runner
to the cylinder� the cylinder pressure varies according to
EQ 
��� During closed intake valves� EQ 
�� reduces to the
following relation

pci �
MciRT

Vci
� 
���

where� Mci is the air mass in the cylinder�

During unthrottled operation the rate of change of
manifold pressure is very small� i�e�� dpm

dt
� �� Conse�

quently� the mass air �ow through the intake port and
throttle are almost equal� see subplot � in Figure �� where
�m� �

Pn

i��
�mci from EQ 
��� The mass air �ow is nega�

tive 
back�ow through the intake valves and the throttle

�To avoid future confusion� we call �valve overlap� the overlap be�

tween the exhaust and the intake valve of the same cylinder� Accord�

ingly� we call �cylinder overlap� the intake valve overlap of di�erent

cylinders�

body� when the intake valve opens� because the cylinder
pressure is higher than the manifold pressure 
 pc

pm
	 � in

EQ 
���� The downward piston motion creates a di	eren�
tial pressure between the cylinder and runners 
 pc

pm
� � in

EQ 
���� which causes the air to �ow from the runner to
the cylinder for the rest of the intake valve duration�
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Figure �� Engine breathing characteristics for ���� rpm�

The cylinder air charge� CACa� is obtained by inte�
grating the mass air �ow through the intake port over the
intake valve duration� IV D� i�e��

CACa �

Z IV O
IV D

IV O

�mcidt� 
���

The resulting cylinder air charge in Figure � is equal to
���� � ���� kgevent that corresponds to bmep���� bar at
an engine speed of ���� RPM� The pumping loss� W� is
calculated by the integral�

W �

I loop

neg�

pcidVci � 
���

We assume that the cylinder pressure was equal to the
exhaust pressure for most part of the exhaust stroke�
pci
EV Ci� � ��� bar� The pumping loss calculated for the
unthrottled engine operation shown in Figure � that corre�
sponds to ��� bmep is equal to ���� J at an engine speed of
���� RPM� The same load 
bmep���� bar� at ���� RPM
is achieved with a conventional valvetrain by using throttle
angle equal to � � ���� degrees� The resulting pumping
losses for the conventional throttled operation is ����� J�
Thus� unthrottled engine operation using camless valve�
train results in approximately ��� reduction in pumping
losses which agrees with results by Miller et al� in ���� The
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conventional and camless engine breathing process that is
used to calculate the pumping loss is shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� P�V diagram showing pumping loss that corresponds
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In this section we perform sensitivity analysis of
the control signals to the engine performance parameters�
cylinder air charge� and pumping losses� This work is in�
strumental in coordinating IVO� IVL� and IVC to track
torque demand and minimize pumping losses�

INTAKE VALVE OPENING � Figure � shows the ef�
fects of valve opening 
IV O� for constant IV D and IV L

IV D � ���o� IV L � ���mm� to the cylinder breathing
dynamics� namely� the manifold pressure 
subplot ��� the
cylinder pressure 
subplot ��� and the mass air �ow rate
into the cylinder 
subplot ��� The solid curve corresponds
to IV O � �o� dashed curve corresponds to IV O � ��o�
and dot�dashed curve corresponds to IV O � ��o� De�
laying the intake valve opening after the top dead center
creates low pressure in the cylinder�

Figure � shows the cylinder air charge and pumping
losses as functions of the intake valve opening� IV O� for
constant intake valve duration� IV D� 
�rst column of sub�
plots� and constant closing timing� IV C 
second column
of subplots�� Note that the sensitivity of the cylinder air
charge and pumping losses to the intake valve opening is
small around the top dead center� Moreover� the cylinder
air charge decreases signi�cantly for large values of IV O�
Thus� there is no bene�t from large increases in IVO� This
result is in agreement with the work of Miller et al� in ���
where IV O was set to zero at all loads and medium engine
speed�

INTAKE VALVE DURATION � Figure � shows the
e	ects of closing timing 
IV C� for constant IV O and IV L

IV O � �o� IV L � ��� mm� to the cylinder breathing dy�
namics� We show the e	ects of IVC to the intake manifold
pressure 
subplot ��� cylinder pressure 
subplot ��� and
mass air �ow 
subplot ��� The solid line corresponds to
IV C � ���o� dashed line corresponds to IV C � ���o� and
dot�dashed line corresponds to IV C � ���o� The mani�
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fold pressure drops slightly below the atmospheric pressure
while the intake valve is open� and goes back to the atmo�
spheric pressure when the intake valve closes� Note that for
late closing 
IV C 	 ���o�� there is a cylinder overlap� In
this case� the manifold pressure starts dropping late due to
cylinder overlap� In the early closing case 
IV C � ���o��
the cylinder pressure decreases after the intake valve closes
because of the piston downward motion 
expansion�� The
mass air �ow through the intake valve 
 �mc� and throttle

 �m�� are almost equal for early closing 
IV C � ���o�� and
closing at the fundamental event 
IV C � ���o�� For late
valve closing� the mass air �ow through the intake valve

 �mc� and throttle 
 �m�� are di	erent at the beginning and
end of the intake event due to the cylinder overlap�
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Figure �� Engine breathing characteristics for di�erent values
of IV D at ����rpm�

Figure � shows the cylinder air charge and pumping
losses against the intake valve duration� The cylinder air
charge is an almost linear function of the intake valve du�
ration for all IV D � ���� Cylinder air charge continues to
increase for ��� � IV D � ��� because the intake valve du�
ration 
IV D� as de�ned earlier� includes the valve seating
duration� For IV D 	 ��� we have backwards �ow from
the cylinder to the runners due to the upward motion of
the piston� Thus� for low and medium engine speeds we
assume IV D no greater than ��� degrees ATDC� This
assumption again agrees with the results in ����

INTAKE VALVE 
MAXIMUM� LIFT � Figure ��
shows the e	ects of the intake valve 
maximum� lift 
IV L�
for constant IV O and IV D 
IV O � �o� IV D � ���o�
to the cylinder breathing dynamics� We show the e	ects
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Figure �� Cylinder air charge and pumping losses sensitivities
to intake valve duration at ���� rpm�

of IVL to the intake manifold pressure 
subplot ��� cylin�
der pressure 
subplot ��� and mass air �ow 
subplot ���
Solid line corresponds to IV L � �mm� dashed line corre�
sponds to IV L � �mm� and dot�dashed line corresponds
to IV L � �mm� The important point is that the trapped
cylinder air charge does not increase appreciably above �
mm of lift� This occurs because the runner and cylinder
pressures become almost equal which reduces the rate of
mass air �ow between the cylinder and the runners� Hence�
in the saturation region� the cylinder air charge and pump�
ing losses are not sensitive to the maximum intake valve
lift 
see Figure ����
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Figure ��� Engine breathing characteristics for di�erent values
of IV L at ���� rpm�
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to maximum intake valve lift ����� rpm��

CONTROL DESIGN

The engine controller schedules IVO� IVL and IVD to
track the driver�s torque demand during unthrottled oper�
ation� To simplify the controller design� we decompose the
torque tracking problem into 
i� tracking desired cylinder
air charge� 
ii� regulating air�to�fuel ratio� and 
iii� schedul�
ing spark timing� It is obvious that if we achieve tracking
of the cylinder air charge and cylinder�to�cylinder balanc�
ing by intake valve motion control 
problem 
i��� problems

ii� and 
iii� resemble the conventional air�to�fuel ratio and
spark timing control� Thus� we concentrate on the individ�
ual cylinder air charge control for the camless unthrottled
engine operation�

The desired cylinder air charge 
Demand Map� that
the engine controller must track can be speci�ed by a non�
linear function of the pedal position and engine speed as
shown in Figure ��� This function is usually developed by
experienced drivers and calibrators and we assume that it
is given� The main performance objectives for the engine
controller are

� Fast speed of response to a cylinder air charge demand

CACd��

� Robustness to parameter variations and modeling un�
certainty�

Based on these performance objectives we design the indi�
rect adaptive controller ���� ���� Fast speed of response is
satis�ed by the feedforward controller 
C
�c�� that sched�
ules IVO� IVL� and IVD in response to a cylinder air charge
demand 
CACd�� An engine controller architecture that
is based only on feedback would limit the speed of re�
sponse due to the inherent delays of the measurements�
Robustness of the feedforward controller is ensured by the
feedback controller that detects parameter variations and

compensates for modeling errors� The feedback controller
adapts the nonlinear feedforward scheme that is based on
nominal engine characteristics to match the true engine
characteristics� The controller consists of 
i� a feedfor�
ward controller� 
ii� controller parameter estimator� and

iii� adaptation rule as shown in Figure ���
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Figure ��� Block diagram of the camless engine control scheme�

FEEDFORWARD CONTROLLER � Based on the
sensitivity analysis� the intake valve opening� IV O� is
scheduled to zero independently of the cylinder air charge
demand� CACd� The feedforward controller calculates
the necessary IV L and IV D that satisfy the cylinder air
charge demand� CACd� based on a look�up table� The
stored data describe the nominal cylinder air charge and
pumping losses as functions of IV L and IV D� as shown by
the surfaces 
Sc� in Figure ��� and 
Sw� in Figure ��� For
a given CACd we �nd the set of IV L and IV D 
denoted
by IV Lfw and IV Dfw� such that

Sc
IV Lfw� IV Dfw� � CACd 
���

minSw
IV L� IV D� � Sw
IV Lfw � IV Dfw�� 
���

To illustrate the above mechanism� consider the intersec�
tion of the CACd plane with the Sc surface as shown in Fig�
ure ��� The curve in the �Valve Lift� and �Valve Duration�
plane in Figure �� shows the selected IV L� and IV D� in
response to a command CACd � � � ���� kgevent� Fig�
ure �� shows the pumping losses of the nominal experi�
mental engine� The dotted line corresponds to the pump�
ing losses for the particular choices of IV L� and IV D��
The feedforward controller selects the particular pair of

IV Lfw � IV Dfw� that minimizes pumping losses under a
simpli�ed turbulence constraint 
IV Dfw 	 ��� degrees��
This constraint is based on the same engine combustion
stability as in the case with an air throttle and camshaft�
based mechanical valvetrain ����

MEASUREMENTS � The results in ��� combined with
the IV O and IV C sensitivity analysis suggest that the op�
timumintake valve timing corresponds to IV O � � degrees
ATDC and IV C � ��� degrees ATDC� This fact is used
in de�ning the measurements required in the parameter
estimation algorithm�

We de�ne the measured cylinder air charge� CACm�

�
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Figure ��� Schematic representation of IV L and IV D that
satisfy the cylinder air charge demand �

as follows

CACm �

Z IV O
���

IVO

�m�
t�dt� 
���

using high sampling rate mass air �ow 
MAF � measure�
ments� The second measurement that the developed con�
troller requires is the intake manifold pressure� It is used
to calculate the following signal�

IP �

Z IV O
���

IV O

pm
t�dt� 
���

Note that the measured signals are delayed by a fundamen�
tal event from the inputs to the engine� It can be shown
that the measured cylinder air charge� CACm� which is
based on the mass air �ow through the throttle body con�
tains information about the individual cylinder air charge�
CACa�
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Figure ��� Schematic representation of the minimization algo�
rithm for the pumping losses�

ESTIMATION AND ADAPTATION � The estimation
algorithm is needed for the correction of the feedforward

controller during modeling error and parameter variation�
Sources of variability are�

� Variations in the valve pro�les 
slopes� opening� clos�
ing� seating��

� Changes in the valve e	ective area due to deposits or
wear�

� Design or manufacturing errors�

The empirical data that are used for the engine model�
ing is a source of model uncertainty� Speci�cally� the en�
gine controller has to compensate for error in the main
throttle e	ective area� barometric pressure� intake mani�
fold temperature� engine geometric characteristics and en�
gine speed variations� Compensation to engine speed vari�
ations is needed because the feedforward map has been
developed for a constant engine speed 
N � ���� rpm� to
minimize memory requirements�

The parameter estimation in the indirect adaptive con�
troller is based on the plant parameterization� Based on
the IV D and IV L sensitivity analysis � we lump all the
engine and actuator parameter to two controller parame�
ters�

�� �L that scales the intake valve lift� and

�� �D that shifts the intake valve duration�

That results in

CAC � f
IV L� IV D� � fo



�

�L
IV L� 
IV D � �D�

�
�


���
where� f and fo is the true and nominal cylinder air charge�
Recall here that� fo is the nominal cylinder air charge
which is computed using the engine model 
fo � Sc as
de�ned above�� Furthermore� the feedforward controller
was calibrated based on the nominal cylinder air charge
such that fo
IV Lfw� IV Dfw� � CACd� By sending the
feedforward commands 
IV Lfw� IV Dfw� to the true en�
gine we measure an error between the measured cylinder
air charge CACm � f
IV Lfw � IV Dfw� and the demanded
CACd � fo
IV Lfw � IV Dfw� because in general f �� fo �

The estimation algorithm �nds the ��L and ��D which
satisfy the algebraic equation

fo



�

�L
IV Lfw� 
IV Dfw � �D�

�
�CACm � �� 
���

The calculated ��L and ��D are then used to adapt the feed�
forward controller by scaling and shifting appropriately its
values�

CLOSED LOOP SIMULATION

RESULTS

We now present the simulation results that show cylin�
der air charge tracking and cylinder balancing under dif�
ferent testing scenarios of engine and actuator conditions�

�



We start by presenting the controller tracking capa�
bility for unthrottled camless engine that is identical to
the one used for the feedforward controller calibration� In
this case� the controller is expected to track the desired
cylinder air charge within one event 
next �ring cylinder if
the communication and software implementation allow so�
since no estimation and adaptation are needed� Figure ��
shows the simulation results for the nominal engine track�
ing� Indeed it is shown that individual air charge follows
the desired cylinder air charge 
CACd�� The correspond�
ing intake valve lift� IV Lc� and duration� IV Dc� are shown
in subplots � and �� The four cylinders behave in the same
way since they are identical� Engine speed is �xed at ����
RPM� One can see that perfect tracking is achieved within
one event�
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Figure ��� Nominal engine tracking� Each marker represents
di�erent cylinder�

In the simulation shown in Figure �� we alter the nom�
inal engine model by ��� reduction in the valve e	ective
area of cylinder �� and by ��� reduction in the valve ef�
fective area of cylinder �� This simulation demonstrates
the balancing ability of the developed controller� At time
t � � the engine management system requires cylinder air
charge equal to ��� � ���� kgevent 
second subplot� dot�
ted line�� which corresponds to bmep���� bar� The en�
gine speed at that time is ���� rpm 
�rst subplot�� The
feedforward controller calculates the neccesary valve lift

IV L � ��� mm� noted by ��� in third subplot� and dura�
tion 
IV D � ��� degrees� noted by ��� in fourth subplot�
for cylinder � based on nominal cylinder characteristics�
The choice of IVL and IVD results in ��� � ���� kgevent


second subplot�� which correponds to bmep���� bar� that
is less that the desired cylinder air charge� The true cylin�
der air charge is estimated using MAP amd MAF measure�
ments� The error between the desired and the estimated
cylinder air charge is used in the next induction event of
cylinder � 
t � ���� sec� to adapt to IV L � ��� mm and
IV D � ��� degrees� Similarly� the estimator and adap�
tation rule balance the cylinder air charge for cylinder �

noted as ����� Cylinder � and � achieve the desired cylin�
der air charge immediately because they have the nominal

modeled� characteristics that are saved in the feedforward
controller�

During the next step at t � ��� sec� we combine a
change in cylinder air charge demand and a change in
engine speed� The cylinders achieve the demanded air
charge within two cycles 
eight �ring events�� Because of
the change in engine speed� the estimation and adaptation
schemes are adjusting the feedforward control signals to all
cylinders� The control signals IV L and IV D are plotted
in subplots � and �� Similar adaptive behavior is shown in
the next step of demanded cylinder air charge and engine
speed� The controller perfectly balances the air charge to
���� � ���� kgevent for all cylinders which is the area un�
der the curve shown in Figure ��� The developed control
scheme achieves cylinder air charge tracking and balancing
even during transient conditions� This scheme will be in
future work combined with A�F control�

The simulation shown in Figure �� is used to test
the potential degradation of the adaptive controller per�
formance in the presence of measurement noise� Figure
�� shows the mass air �ow signal and the mass air �ow
measurement with ���� signal�to�noise ratio� The simula�
tion engine model was assumed to be equal to the nomi�
nal engine model that was used for the calibration of the
feedforward controller� The adaptive controller causes the
actual cylinder air charge 
see Figure ��� to follow the de�
sired cylinder air charge within a small bound� This bound
will depend on the controller hardware and software char�
acteristics 
word length� numerical integration� etc�� and
it will be application speci�c� Engine testing and further
analysis is required to determine the e	ects of this error in
the engine performance�

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we developed a phenomenological engine
model that can be used to study unthrottled camless en�
gine operation� We assessed the feasibility of air charge
control using variable valve motion and conventional en�
gine measurements� We concentrated on engine torque re�
sponse and pumping losses� We draw the following conclu�
sions�

�� The developed control�oriented engine model agrees
reasonably well with the analytical model used in the
past by Miller et al� in ����
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Figure ��� Tracking in the presence of noise�
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�� A model�based indirect�adaptive controller has been
designed that coordinates intake valve lift and intake
valve duration to satisfy cylinder charge demands im�
posed by the driver�

�� The controller consists of a feedforward algorithm�
an on�line estimator of parameter variability� and an
adaptation scheme�

�� The feedforward controller with adaptive capabilities
ensures cylinder�to�cylinder balancing and fast track�
ing while it minimizes pumping losses�

�� The controller utilizes high sampling rate mass air
�ow and manifold pressure measurements for estima�
tion and adaptation during component variability and
wear�

�� The closed loop performance was tested through sim�
ulations on a � cylinder ���L spark ignited engine�

In future work we plan to extend our estimator and
adaptation algorithm to address cylinder and valve over�
lap for ��cylinder engines with duration in excess of ���
degrees� as well as six� eight and twelve cylinder engines�
We will extend the controller analysis and design to incor�
porate additional engine performances associated with the
exhaust stroke 
residual gas fraction� air�to�fuel ratio� etc���
This work will lead to control development encompassing
emission� fuel economy and engine torque performance�
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